SURVEY
Army life in Scotland

AFF’s latest roadshow is taking place in Kinloss, Scotland on 23 March 2017. We wanted to hear from as
many families as possible, prior to the event, to learn more about Army family life in Scotland and shape
the questions for our expert panel.
From 17 January to 7 February, AFF ran a short Scotland survey. 329 people completed the survey from
over 30 locations in Scotland.

Contact with family and friends
[308 respondents]

45% of respondents said it was difficult or very difficult to see

23% Very difficult
22% Difficult
20% Neither easy
nor difficult
18% Easy
16% Very easy

families and close friends, compared to postings outside Scotland.
Comments included:
Difficult to visit family who live far away with husband deployed
Flight costs too high when travelling as a family
Driving distances are very long for short trips
Rural roads in some areas are difficult to drive
Families from Scotland naturally found the contact easier.
“Flights home are just unaffordable. Train journeys near
impossible alone if you have multiple children, and the
epic drive is just not for the faint hearted.”

“12hr drive home, no warrants, was
easier to get home from Germany.”

Employment
[278 respondents]

26% of respondents reported problems with working, due to difficulties finding employment

or lack of childcare.

Families mentioned that the short school day has an effect on employment opportunities and childcare needs.

Childcare
[167 respondents]

45%

of respondents indicated that they had difficulty finding childcare places.

“Left my position with the NHS to become a self-employed
childminder due to the lack of flexible childcare options
available locally.”

“Children don’t begin school until five here,
which means an extra year of childcare costs.”

Children’s education
[233 respondents]

The main area where respondents expressed concern with children’s education was curriculum differences,
with the actual availability of school places causing least concern.
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Families commented that:
They were concerned that on moving to England, their child would be a year behind at school
Their child was delayed starting primary school due to the Scottish system
It was very confusing to understand the different educational systems.
“When you are abroad, they keep the same consistency with schooling back in UK; in Scotland it
completely disrupts everything. My daughter had to spend another year in nursery, which was
detrimental to her education, and my older son in P6 was learning yr4 material – he was so far
behind when we got back that it affected his SATS tremendously.”
“It has not been a problem for us moving to Scotland, but I am worried we will have a real
problem with our next move because my son will have missed his first year of school.”

Scottish rates of income tax
[275 respondents]

Families were asked how they felt about the decision not to raise the higher rate of tax threshold in Scotland
from £43,001 to £45,000, like the rest of the UK.
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Concerned but don't know enough about it
Unconcerned-won't affect my family
Concerned-some impact on my family
Very concerned-significant impact

Families commented that:
They were concerned at the lack of response from the Army on this
It makes Scotland a negative posting preference
This is offset by easier access to GPs, free prescriptions, free
opticians and easier registration with NHS dentists.

“Scotland's health, education and social care are better performing, so we should contribute to sustaining
that for the duration of posting like any Scottish citizen.”
“When we were posted to Cyprus we didn't
pay the local tax rate, why should we in
Scotland? Will this be reflected by LOA
upon posting to Scotland?”

“I love Scotland but this will be a direct
financial penalty for working here.”

AFF view

AFF is concerned that if the higher rate of tax threshold is not applied to military personnel serving in Scotland,
some could face a significant financial disadvantage because of a posting there. Clarification from the MOD on
whether Service personnel will be exempted is required at the earliest opportunity.

Changes to the Army
[258 respondents]

65%

of families felt that they were not receiving enough information regarding possible future movement
of Army units.

AFF view

Families are accustomed to the mobility that often comes with Army life, however, larger scale relocation of
personnel and units can sometimes cause concern. It is essential that families affected receive timely and
accurate information, provided to them directly, in order to keep the impact of the restructuring of the Army
to a minimum.

The most challenging aspects about being posted to Scotland
[204 respondents]

Families highlighted a broad range of issues that can be challenging:
Being far from family and lack of their support
Educational differences
Living in a remote area
Concern about potential independence of Scotland from the UK
Poor public transport
Not being recognised as a Scottish resident for university fees whilst living in SFA.
“Distance to family and friends. Lack of suitable childcare, especially when my husband is away (which is
most of the time) as this means I cannot work outside of school hours or during school holidays. Unable to
work in my preferred career as a Probation Officer as Scotland does not recognise my qualifications due to
Criminal Justice being part of Social Services remit in Scotland and the fact that my degree is not a social
work degree. This is extremely frustrating given I have worked in this this arena for 10 years prior to being
posted to Scotland.

The things liked most about living in Scotland
Opportunity for activities outdoors and beautiful scenery
Culture and way of life
Being close to family as Scottish
Opportunity to live in a capital city
Easy access to doctor and dentist, no waiting times for
appointments.

[210 respondents]

“This is my home country. My family live
here, I prefer being at the mercy of the
Scottish Government too.”
“It is a beautiful country, fantastic
for a young family to grow up in.”

Settling in Scotland
[249 respondents]

62%

of respondents indicated that if they were able to, they would choose to settle in Scotland.

“We both have strong Scottish connections and have
been fortunate to have several postings in Scotland.
The quality of life up here is second to none although political uncertainty is a worry.”

“Despite the distance, we've fallen in love with the
area and would like to buy our own house here.”

Of the 38% that would not choose to settle in Scotland, the standard of education was raised as an influencing
factor.
“My assignment to Glasgow starts next month. I have made the decision for my family to stay in England,
even though I am Scottish and we both have family there, this is because 1) change in school curriculum.
2) My daughter’s school year may change. 3) My wife's qualifications may not be recognised. 4) My eldest son
will be starting high school. 5) It will be highly unlikely that I get a consecutive assignment to Scotland,
therefore upsetting my children's education moving them back to English system in two years.”

AFF conclusion
The survey has provided an overview of Army family life in Scotland, with differing viewpoints often expressed
by Scottish families and families from outside Scotland. In the latter group, separation from family and friends,
and the costs associated with visiting, were clear themes.
The differences in children’s education provision in Scotland were a concern for some families, particularly when
moving between education systems. Information ahead of postings and support when moving between UK education
systems is crucial for families.
AFF is concerned that a large number of respondents reported difficulty securing childcare places. The availability
of quality childcare is important for Army families who can often face additional challenges securing places due to
frequent mobility and the isolated locations of some units.
Families identified many positive aspects about living in Scotland and these should continue to be highlighted in
any information provided ahead of a Scotland posting, so that families are provided with an accurate overview.
AFF will highlight the themes raised in the survey with the relevant stakeholders at our upcoming roadshow.

AFF Scotland roadshow
More details on AFF’s Scotland roadshow can be found at www.aff.org.uk/scotlandroadshow
If you can’t attend on the day, submit your question in advance to Annabel Ingram, AFF Regional Manager North,
at rmnorth@aff.org.uk

For a full report of the survey, contact AFF Researcher Michelle Alston at researcher@aff.org.uk
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